Provide a Better Customer
Experience with
SMS Text Messaging
Did you know…
Because every mobile device is able to read a text message,
SMS is an ideal way to reach the highest percentage of your
customer base.

90%

of all text messages are read
within three minutes of being
received?

text messages have an
average open rate of

98%

(versus 22 percent for email)?

HGS text message customer service solutions facilitate both
automated text messages to address routine inquires such as
locations, reminders, surveys, appointments, etc. or two-way
interaction with an agent by text enabling your existing tollfree number. The text message solution can also be integrated
with your IVR to deflect phone volume to automated messages
or interactive text message conversations.

HGS Provides a Consultative Approach to Text Message Customer Service
With a foundation of industry-leading technology, HGS experts work with your organization to craft automated text messages, consult
on decision trees, and assess which contacts are best to automate.
HGS text message solutions provide:
• Customer service agents recruited based on their ability to multitask, as well as demonstration of exceptional writing and spelling
skills
• Multilingual, 24x7/365 solutions with direct point-of-sale support
• Compliance with commercial text messaging regulations in various countries
• Text analytics to understand the voice of the customer
• Keyword routing that allows messages to be funneled to the appropriate team based on which product or service customers are
inquiring about
• IVR set up, workflow, and triage
• Point-of-sale offers such as coupons, recipes, and loyalty programs while customers shop
• Photo texting for real-time resolution of product issues
• Proactive outbound messages to inform consumers of special offers and loyalty program
• Outbound recall support
• Ability to transition from two-way text to automation or a blended approach
• Knowledge of who is texting and the ability to append third party data to the mobile phone user’s number
• Meaningful dialogue using digital marketing resources to create a resource library (e.g., How to Videos, Tip Guides, PDFs, FAQs) to
be used in text conversations

Automated Text

Text Message Customer Service Offerings

Automated
Text
 Automate top inquires
using text message with
no human interaction
– Store Locators
– Nutrition Fact Info
– Reminders
– Surveys
– Appointments
– etc…

Two-way
Support

Channel Pivoting
- IVR to text

 Text enable your toll
free 800#
 Offer two-way
communication with
customers via text

 Integrate text into your
existing IVR to move
phone volume, into text
message conversations
that can be automated
or have human
involvement

Two-Way Text

Channel Pivoting

According to a 2014 U.S. survey report by The Harris Poll

64%

of consumers with texting
capabilities would prefer to
use texting over voice as a
customer service channel

44%

of consumers with texting
capabilities would prefer
to press a button to
initiate a text conversation
immediately, rather than
waiting on hold to speak with
an agent

77%

of consumers with texting
capabilities aged 18-34 are
likely to have a positive
perception of a company
that offers text capability

About HGS
HGS is a leader in optimizing the customer experience and helping our clients to become more competitive.
HGS provides a full suite of business process management (BPM) services from traditional voice contact center
services and transformational DigiCX services that are unifying customer engagement to platform-based, backoffice services and digital marketing solutions. By applying analytics, automation, and interaction expertise to
deliver innovation and thought leadership, HGS increases revenue, improves operating efficiency, and helps
retain valuable customers. HGS expertise spans the telecommunications and media, healthcare, insurance,
banking, consumer electronics and technology, retail, and consumer packaged goods industries, as well as the
public sector. HGS operates on a global landscape with 40,000 employees in 66 worldwide locations delivering
localized solutions. For the year ended 31st March 2016, HGS had revenues of US$ 507 million. HGS, part of
the multi-billion dollar Hinduja Group, has more than four decades of experience working with some of the
world’s most recognized brands.

81%

of all consumers agree that
it is frustrating to be tied to
a phone or computer to wait
for customer service help

Contact us at:
1-888-747-7911
marketing@teamhgs.com
@TeamHGS
www.teamhgs.com
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